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Hi Stephanie,
When life throws you lemons, you’d ideally start making lemonade, right?

But sometimes,

making lemonade isn’t so easy.
You may feel like you can’t start until you have all the ingredients and materials ready. You may
also feel like even when you do make lemonade, it’s not as great as it could be.
Wherever you are with the lemons that were thrown your way, know that you can do whatever
you wish with those lemons at your own pace.
Enough about lemons...how about apricots?
We’re moving the Support Driven website that’s currently on WordPress to Wild Apricot.
This will allow us to do more with our site like events, forums, and member management.
While switching platforms can get messy, we’d love a few people to help us figure out how to
do things with Wild Apricot. If you’ve got some time in the next 2 months to help with the
move, please let @Scott know!
If you haven’t heard, our Aspire program helps connect you with a mentor/mentee to work
toward achieving a specific goal. Apply to be an Aspire mentor/mentee here.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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We’d love your thoughts on a community manager volunteer role! What could we call this
CM role? What questions or concerns come to mind about this role? Find out more about the role
and share your thoughts here.
Until next week!
Take care of yourselves,
Stephanie

Featured Community Member
Shiva is studying for an MSc in Networking and Information
Security, and has been a member of the community for about 1
year.
“(Support Driven) It's helped me to get a mentor who is currently
helping me to land on a role in Technical support.”
To help the community connect on LinkedIn, we're featuring a
community member's experience with Support Driven. If you'd like
to be featured in future newsletters, add Support Driven to your
LinkedIn Profile.

#CutTheWait Playbook
Freshworks analyzed 107 million support
interactions and it emerged that speed is the
most important factor to improve customer
satisfaction.

➡ Download here the #CutTheWait Playbook to
get a better understanding of:

Why customer service should be a focal
point in your growth strategy
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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Why the speed of service is a key factor in
ensuring customer satisfaction
How you can improve customer service
speed in five simple steps

SPONSOR

Community Conversations

@Hussain Frosh in #customer-experience:
"In case anyone is dealing with a similar problem, we’ve had members of
our customer support team complain about isolation and slow response
times to questions since moving fully remote. People missed the days
when you could walk over to someone else’s office to just chat or get an
urgent question answered.
To solve this we gave Discord (free) a try and people have LOVED it.
Some customer support staff have said it’s had the biggest impact on
their enjoyment of the role as it’s made it very easy to collaborate and get
to know the rest of the team.
For those that aren’t familiar with Discord, think Slack but a focus on
voice chat rather than text. If you’re interested in how we’ve set up our
individual offices and team rooms I’d be glad to share details.”
@StacyJustino in #career-development:
"I just came across this company/site on LinkedIn that helps keep your
job postings organized and allows you to track where you are in the
process. It also highlights keywords in the job descriptions that they
suggest should be in your resume & cover letter. I haven't dived too
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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deeply into it, but it seems like a great tool for streamlining the job search
process and increasing your effectiveness.
It looks like you can have save up to 20 jobs for free, and the Pro version
which allows you to save unlimited jobs is $39/month. They look to also
have a decent amount of community resources and a member community
you can participate in.
(disclosure this is a referral link....if you refer 5 people you get a free
month of Pro)"
@tones in #knowledge-management:
"Super curious here - at what point did your orgs recognize it was time to
hire a dedicate person for knowledge management?"
@allison in #knowledge-management:
"Hey everyone! I wanted to ask how/if any of my fellow KB colleagues
have created a standardization for content creation, revision and
deletion? I am currently building out a document to help standardize our
process, so that we can keep our Help Center’s clean, organized and upto-date. We didn’t have a standard before, so we basically created lots of
content and ended up with too much info which had a negative impact on
our users, agents, and our metrics.
Do any of you have a threshold for content creation/revision/deletion? ie:
5 tickets with the same topic seen in the last 7 days = create article, or <1
pageview in last 60 days = delete, etc.
a. If yes, how did you come up with those numbers, and how is your
standardization impacting your self-service strategy thus far?
b. If no, what process do you have currently to help in the decision to
create, delete/revise content?
Thanks for the tips! Looking forward to your process and what
works/doesn’t work for you
"
@ethan in #ledership:
“Does anyone have a bug severity matrix? Here’s what I’m thinking for
my team right now. Thoughts? Other examples?"
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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@Liam in #leadership:
"Hi everyone! I’m very curious, how do your agents request assistance
from T2/Supervisors when they are struggling with a complex case? I’m
not really thinking about escalations or cases that needs to be transferred
to another working group. I’m more thinking about the remote equivalent
of pulling up beside an agent’s desk and walking them through some
steps, strategizing, etc.
Currently, we are asking agents to assign the conversation with notes and
questions to a dedicated Help Desk queue in Kustomer. The challenges
we are encountering are:
1. The agent will go under-capacity when they queue the conversation
and therefore be assigned a new conversation per the routing logic. This
means that the agent either needs to set their status as Unavailable while
waiting, which will affect schedule adherence metrics, or go over-capacity
once the conversation is assigned back to them.
2. Assigning the conversation to a queue doesn’t allow for easy,
synchronous conversations between the agent and the T2/Supervisor
and increases handling time.
As a result of the above, some of our agents are sidestepping this
process and going straight to Slack to ask for assistance. Slack doesn’t
sound like the ideal platform for these exchanges and I struggle to
imagine that it is a scalable solution, especially as we will have 500+
agents by the end of Q3. If you have any thoughts, I would love to hear
your experiences
"
@ctallbott in #leadership:
"Question for y'all. One of the members of my team does deal with a lot of
distractions at home (kids aren't back in school and spouse also WFH).
We've shifted their hours, and we also lowered their weekly volume
expectations to help.
However, our tickets typically require fixed concentration and focus. Their
responses, handling of tickets continues to suffer (missed follow through,
investigation into issues), and they blame it on the near constant
interruptions at home.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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It is frustrating the team when they pick up the slack, and has lead to
several of their tickets escalating when they shouldn't have. Our office is
only open one day a week, but even then, with kids at home, they can't
drive in.
How do you speak to that? In our last 1:1 I touched on you need to find a
way to focus on your tickets, but have seen little progress since then. I
want to be understanding (and we have worked with them), yet burden on
team is raising concerns."
@PatriciaWilliams in #chit-chat:
"Does anyone have any tips on how they reduced customer service ticket
volumes for their organization?"
What We're Reading
Zendesk Highlights: Certification exam, automations and required fields, submit
requests preview, restoring Zendesk Guide/KB
EBook: The 2021 Definitive Guide to Building an In-App Marketplace by Pandium

Bulletin Board
@sorin
”In this issue, I go through a set of practices that will help Technical Support Teams put
knowledge sharing at the center of how they work: See here"
@MeredithMetsker
”Episode 3 of Beyond the Queue by Stonly is live! :tada: Featuring @Matt Gilston of
SevenRooms! In this episode, Matt shares how he uses his teaching and youth sports
coaching background to lead the all-star support team at SevenRooms.
”
Check it out here
@PatriciaWilliams
”Want to learn how DBS Bank kept their customer service volumes flat despite 5X
customer growth?
Join the 537 other CS/CX professionals who’ve signed up for our May 19th webinar, where
Head of Customer Support at DBS Bank, Rajkumar Udayakumar will speak about how he
accomplished this and his strategies for pre-emptive customer service.
If you can’t make it, register anyways and we’ll make sure a recording gets sent right to
your inbox!
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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Register here by clicking on the link "
@JasonYun
”Hi! My name is Jason and I’ve led support/ops at Lyft, Instacart, and Cruise Automation
where it was always my responsibility to make sure that my teams knew what was
happening when things were constantly changing.
To help with this, my cofounder and I created a product to help manage this called Relay.
Relay is a productivity SaaS product that allows you to centralize your updates across all
your tools to a single source of truth. By using our Google Chrome extension or Slack
integration, you never need to ask if your teams are paying attention as we track your
team’s engagement:
We’ve solved Slack and Team’s inability to give you read receipts on what you send that
matters the most. The days of asking people to use emojis is finally over.
You don’t need to copy/paste your content to another place or worry about leaving the
tools that you’re already using. You can assign Relays to specific groups with assigned
actions and due dates. We also send reminders and notifications to help with focus.
We’ve been piloting with Patreon’s Support team and here’s their experience with us:
“As my team has scaled internationally, it's become more difficult to rely solely on chat and
email to send updates. Not only do they often get buried in more active channels, but I'm
left with a skewed perception of which teammates were really in the know and who missed
out. Relay makes it easy to know who is interacting and the level to which they did,
allowing me to make quicker decisions about how my team best retains knowledge. This
leads to less time wasted and faster response times for our creators and patrons on new
releases.”
- Angela Raiford, Director of Community Happiness at Patreon
If you’re interested to learn more, please slack me or use this sign up form for a demo"

Job Opportunities

Feel free to DM the members who posted about these jobs on Slack.
Accountable2You, Customer Support Advocate, Engineer,
Manager, Specialist, Williamstown, Kentucky (@thepaultucker)
Interfolio, Director of Client Success, Remote (US) or Washington,
DC (@MikeBlythe)
Outschool, Technical Support Specialist, Remote
(@AmberFeldcamp)
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895&simpl=msg-f%3A1699744423729480895
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Giving Docs, Head of Success, Remote
Buffer, Customer Support Advocates, Remote (@jerry_ryan)
Circle, VP, Global Customer Support,
Fastmail, Customer Advocate, Philadelphia, USA (@andria)
CoinTracker, Product Support Specialist, Remote (@ThomasHils)
See more listings in the #job-board Support Driven Slack channel.

Pic of the week

Everything is going remote! Now you
can be a raccoon in Toronto,
Canada

🦝

Do you think this newsletter could be helpful to a friend or co-worker?
Forward it via email to them and share a one liner on why you think it could be helpful to
them.

13727 SW 152nd St PMB 24001
Miami
FL
33177
United States of America
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